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The mystery of the pandemic’s ‘happy hypoxia’
Doctors debate how to treat patients with low blood oxygen but without trouble breathing
By Jennifer Couzin-Frankel
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A

mong the many surprises of the new
coronavirus is one that seems to defy
basic biology: infected patients with
extraordinarily low blood-oxygen
levels, or hypoxia, scrolling on their
phones, chatting with doctors, and
generally describing themselves as comfortable. Clinicians call them happy hypoxics.
“There is a mismatch [between] what we
see on the monitor and what the patient
looks like in front of us,” says Reuben Strayer,
an emergency physician at Maimonides Medical Center in New York City. Speaking from
home while recovering from COVID-19 himself, Strayer says he was first struck by the
phenomenon in March as patients streamed
into his emergency room. He and other doctors are keen to understand this hypoxia, and
when and how to treat it.
A normal blood-oxygen saturation is at
least 95%. In most lung diseases, such as
pneumonia, falling saturations accompany
other changes, including stiff or fluid-filled
lungs, or rising levels of carbon dioxide because the lungs can’t expel it efficiently. It’s
these features that leave us feeling short of
breath—not, counterintuitively, low oxygen
saturation itself, says Paul Davenport, a respiratory physiologist at the University of
Florida. “The brain is tuned to monitoring
the carbon dioxide with various sensors,”

Davenport explains. “We don’t sense our
cided with circulatory problems in her toes.
oxygen levels.”
Negri’s team gave the woman heparin, a
In serious cases of COVID-19, patients
common blood thinner, and not only her
struggle to breathe with damaged lungs, but
toes but her breathing recovered. Negri wonearly in the disease, low saturation isn’t aldered whether heparin could boost patients’
ways coupled with obvious respiratory diffilow oxygen levels regardless of whether they
culties. Carbon dioxide levels can be normal,
were struggling to breathe. On 20 April, she
and breathing deeply is comfortable—“the
posted a preprint detailing her hospital’s exlung is inflating so they feel OK,” says Elnara
perience with 27 COVID-19 patients. Patients
Marcia Negri, a pulmonologist at
with hypoxia received heparin, and
Hospital Sírio-Libanês in São Paulo.
the dose was increased if they had
Science’s
But oxygen saturation, measured by
elevated levels of D-dimer, a blood
COVID-19
a device clipped to a finger and in
marker of excess clotting.
coverage
many cases confirmed with blood
One of the 27 was lost to follow-up
is supported
tests, can be in the 70s, 60s, or 50s.
after transferring to another hospiby the
Or even lower. Although mountain
tal. But 24 others are recovering—
Pulitzer Center.
climbers can have similar readings,
including six of eight who needed
here the slide downward, some doctors bemechanical ventilation, a better rate of posilieve, is potentially “ominous,” says Nicholas
tive outcomes than has been reported elseCaputo, an emergency physician at New York
where. Two remain critically ill. Negri is now
City Health + Hospitals/Lincoln.
planning to follow more patients. And sevHypotheses about what causes it are
eral clinical trials elsewhere will test whether
emerging. Many doctors now recognize clotblood thinners can prevent or treat complicating as a major feature of severe COVID-19
tions of severe COVID-19, including respira(Science, 24 April, p. 356). Negri thinks subtle
tory problems.
clotting might begin early in the lungs, perStrayer finds it reasonable to imagine that
haps thanks to an inflammatory reaction in
hypoxia emerges because “small blood vessels
their fine web of blood vessels, which could
of the lung are being showered with clots.”
set off a cascade of proteins that prompts
His own hospital and others are beginning
blood to clot and prevents it from getting
to test many admitted COVID-19 patients
properly oxygenated.
for markers of excess clotting and treat those
Negri developed this idea after treating
who show it with blood thinners. But “It is
a woman whose breathing troubles coinsimply not known” whether clotting causes
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A pulse oximeter on a
COVID-19 patient’s
finger measures
blood oxygenation.
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Sinovac Biotech has created a vaccine by growing the novel coronavirus in Vero monkey cells and inactivating it.

BIOMEDICINE

COVID-19 shot protects monkeys
Vaccine from Chinese firm uses old-fashioned “killed” virus
By Jon Cohen

F

or the first time, one of the many
COVID-19 vaccines in development
has protected an animal, rhesus macaques, from the new coronavirus. The
vaccine, an old-fashioned formulation
consisting of a chemically inactivated
version of the virus, produced no obvious
side effects in the monkeys; human trials
began on 16 April. And encouraging monkey
results for other vaccines are close behind.
Researchers from Sinovac Biotech, a
privately held Beijing-based company,
gave two different doses of their COVID-19
vaccine to a total of eight rhesus macaques. Three weeks later, the group introduced SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes
COVID-19, into the monkeys’ lungs. None
developed a full-blown infection, and the
monkeys given the highest dose of vaccine
had the best response: Seven days after
the animals received the virus, researchers could not detect it in their pharynx or
lungs. Some of the lower dosed animals
had a “viral blip” but also appeared to have
controlled the infection, the Sinovac team
reports in a paper published on 19 April on
the preprint server bioRxiv.
In contrast, four control animals developed high levels of viral RNA and severe
pneumonia. The results “give us a lot of
confidence” that the vaccine will work in

humans, says Meng Weining, Sinovac’s senior director for overseas regulatory affairs.
“This is old school but it might work.
What I like most is that many vaccine
producers, also in lower–middle-income
countries, could make such a vaccine,” says
Florian Krammer, a virologist at the Icahn
School of Medicine at Mount Sinai.
But Douglas Reed of the University of
Pittsburgh, who is developing and testing
COVID-19 vaccines in monkeys, says the
number of animals was too small to yield statistically significant results. In a manuscript
in preparation, his team also raises concerns
about the way the Sinovac team grew the
stock of novel coronavirus used to challenge
the animals, which may have evolved differences from the strains that infect humans.
What’s more, the monkeys are not a perfect
model for COVID-19 as they don’t develop
some symptoms that kill many humans.
The study did address worries that partial
protection by a vaccine could be dangerous.
Earlier animal experiments with vaccines
against the related coronaviruses that cause
severe acute respiratory syndrome and Middle East respiratory syndrome had found that
low antibody levels could lead to aberrant immune responses, enhancing the infection and
damaging their lungs. But the Sinovac team
did not find any evidence of lung damage in
vaccinated animals that produced relatively
low levels of antibodies, which “lessens the
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happy hypoxia, Strayer says. There are other
possibilities. Recent imaging of a hypoxic
patient showed “almost waxy-looking film
all around the lungs,” Caputo says. “I don’t
know what is actually going on pathophysiologically down there.”
Caputo says this hypoxia is likely stressing
a body already straining to battle the virus.
What to do about it is prompting debate. An
emerging view is that doctors should avoid
aggressive treatment they’ve been trained to
offer in other settings. Luciano Gattinoni, a
guest professor in intensive care at the University of Göttingen Medical Center, is wary
of what he calls a “Pavlovian response” to
COVID-19 hypoxia, in which doctors may
swoop in to inflate lungs with ventilators
or high-pressure oxygen even when patients seem comfortable. Those measures,
Gattinoni wrote online in JAMA on 24 April,
could harm lungs that are inflating on their
own but may be needed if patients aren’t
helped by noninvasive treatment.
Simpler interventions, he and others say,
are important. Strayer, Caputo, and their
collaborator Richard Levitan, a physician at
Littleton Regional Healthcare in New Hampshire, who spent time treating COVID-19 patients in a New York City emergency room,
offered patients supplemental oxygen and
also flipped them on their belly, an approach
traditionally used for people on ventilators,
which can open the lower lungs. Last month
in Academic Emergency Medicine, they reported that among 50 patients with low oxygen saturation, switching to a prone position
raised average saturation significantly. However, 13 of the patients weren’t helped for
long and needed intubation within 24 hours.
Doctors are uncertain about the value of
detecting low oxygen saturation early using
inexpensive devices called pulse oximeters at
home. Is home monitoring “going to prevent
all bad outcomes in COVID? Absolutely not,”
says Levitan, who wrote a 20 April op-ed in
The New York Times arguing that early hypoxia can rapidly progress to pneumonia and
death. “If we were able to detect them when
they were less sick, they’d do better.” Negri
tells her patients to monitor their oxygen
saturation and visit the hospital if it drops
to 93% or below. At that point, she considers
blood thinners and other therapy.
No one, however, has studied whether
early detection of hypoxia might head off
bad outcomes. Some physicians believe pulse
oximeters are best used with a doctor’s guidance, perhaps through telemedicine. With
many COVID-19 patients frightened to visit a
hospital and arriving only when their symptoms have dangerously advanced, doctors
also wonder whether home monitoring could
hasten treatment—and whether, for some,
that could make all the difference. j
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